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Abstract. The dimensional inspection is currently consolidated as an important tool in the
improvement of manufacturing processes. The demands of quality and the requirement of parts
with complex specifications propose new challenges, such as the incorporation of integration
and interoperability concepts in measurement operations. An important issue still unresolved
in the inspection process is the dynamic management of information that requires solutions that
are at the technological forefront and contextualized within the requirements of Industry 4.0.
In this perspective, the implementation of a closed-loop inspection supports the measurement
requirements for different manufacturing processes and enables the application for different
purposes. The feedback strategy proposed in this article proposes an alternative as a solution
to integrate the inspection results of a part within a digital manufacturing chain based on
STEP-NC (STandard for the Exchange of Product model data - Numerical Control). The
mechanisms for acquisition, processing, and analysis of information, and the control architecture
that complement the feedback strategy is exposed.

1. Introduction
The concept of smart manufacturing, integrated and interoperability is strongly related to the
industry 4.0 approach [1]. Different cutting-edge technologies converge in this line to use the
information to optimize processes and maximize efficiency. Constant advances in measurement
have allowed technological developments in both equipment and data processing and analysis
techniques, but there are still barriers that prevent fully integrating digital technologies into
the inspection process. One of these barriers is the exchange of information between systems
involved in the manufacture of a part [2].

The importance of the information obtained in an inspection process is that the data can
be used in other functions besides the already conventional quality control of a part. The data
acquired in the measurement provide both uncertainty and deviation values, as well as relevant
information on the manufacturing process and manufacturing conditions[3, 4]. Previously, the
measurement process was limited to taking measurements within a controlled environment to
calculate error values, but the demands of efficient processes made measurement an indispensable
tool to control and monitor in manufacturing the evolution of a product[5, 6].

To exchange information, it is necessary to use a neutral data model, with open architecture
and homogenized syntax. This need to transfer information between manufacturing systems
led to the emergence and evolution of standards such as IGES (Initial Graphics Exchange
Specification), PDES (Product Data Exchange Specification), STEP (Standard for the Exchange
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of Product Model Data), among others. The problem of integrating GD&T specifications,
execute the measurement, exchanging inspection data, analyzing results and making decisions
is still far from automatic and much of the problem lies in the data structures used to transfer
the information.

Within this context, a strategy for feedback of inspection results in a close-loop inspection
based on AP242, AP238 and AP219 protocols of ISO 10303 is presented in this article. The
model allows a bidirectional flow of information between the processes involved in the process
life cycle of a part.

2. CAD data requirements for inspection
To perform the inspection it is necessary to obtain information from the model product in
addition to the project requirements. In the proposed application scenario the part design is
developed based on features. Feature-based part modeling technology is the primary component
in integrating the processes associated with the product life cycle of a part. The STEP standard
mainly uses this technology to provide a neutral, interoperable format for the exchange of
product information. In building the product model based on the STEP standard it is necessary
to use the unit of functionality (UoF) provided by the application protocols to define the features
and their properties.

There are different tools to aid in the process of creating CAD models, but it is vitally
important to develop a measurement plan. The measurement plans contain all the necessary
information to control the CMM (Coordinate-measuring machine), in the execution and
evaluation of the measurement. The inspection plan creates a procedure to define both the
execution program and a method of post-processing of data. The plan produces a set of
measurement points and a list of features along a path to be inspected. The task of greater
relevance in the plan is the extraction of information that is hampered by the absence of a
standard that harmonizes the definitions included in the DMIS, I ++ DME, AP219, ISO 14649,
Part 16, DML, QMD among other standards used in the measurement.

The Figure 1 shows the feedback scheme based on the STEP standard. The manufacturing
and measurement requirements are extracted from a STEP AP242 PMI file to generate a
STEP AP238 file with manufacturing operations. Measurements are made by comparing the
mathematical definition of the model with the definition that can be computed by measuring
points on the model.

3. Closed-loop inspection
The measurement system acquires data of the geometry of the piece manufactured in several
points located in different dimensional planes, with these values the control system reconstructs
the surface, analyzes and processes the results to quantify the error, identify the causes
and generate the compensation. The expert system in charge of processing a large part of
the information bases its operations on structured knowledge within a set of rules aimed at
maximizing the efficiency of the process. The compensation in the process is generated directly
in the program sent to the control system of the machine tool, which contains the execution
routines to machine a new part. Inspection is repeated after machining, this reduces the error
in each closed-loop system interaction.

The control strategy within the closed-loop inspection seeks to compensate the input data
to the control system of the CNC with the results of a comparison between the design nominal
and the inspected part to meet the quality requirements of the project. The Figure 2 presents
the control scheme for the integration model.

The close-loop control scheme shown in the Figure 2 contains as input the nominal information
of the part where the requirements for quality control are defined. The compensation system
is in charge of generating the orders sent to the CNC controller of the machine tool, adjusting
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Figure 1. Tolerance model for dimensional and geometric inspection.

the code of the nominal part with the necessary changes to satisfy the requirements. The CNC
control system of the machine tool executes the numerical commands for machining the part.
The inspection system, in charge of acquiring data of the manufactured part, plans, executes and
analyzes the measurement results. On the inspection system is included the feedback strategy
to exchange the data within an adherent data model with the ISO 10303.

In the manufacturing of part, different disturbances are present, for which errors of different
nature (static, dynamic and progressive) are adhered to the process. The proposed inspection
strategy aims to identify, monitor and control the errors that a part acquires during the
manufacturing process in order to satisfy the expected GD&T requirements. The identification
of sources of error uses so many inspection results as data of the manufacturing conditions
obtained by monitoring the process. The compensation of the geometric error is based on the
determination of the uncertainty of global form, product of a comparison of the nominal model
with the real model and make the corrections on the data structure sent to the CNC controller
of the machine tool.

4. Compensation strategy
The error compensation strategy uses the STEP standard data model to integrate the
manufacturing and inspection processes. The application protocol AP219 of the ISO 10303
standard defines the context, scope and information requirements necessary to analyze and
report dimensional inspection results, creating a mechanism for bidirectional exchange of
information with other data models used in the product life cycle such as AP242, AP224 and
AP238 application protocols.

The UoF functional limitations included in the AP219 has the harmonized entities that
allow to define both the value of the deviation acceptable for the manufacture of the piece and
the dimensional tolerances. The tolerances are applied to the elements defined within the entity
shape aspect. Geometric tolerance is the maximum or minimum variation given for a position
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Figure 2. Feedback strategy within the closed-loop inspection.

or geometric shape in the manufacturing process. The entity Geometric tolerance is used to
define and exchange the data of the critical requirements of a piece by means of the concept
of tolerance feature represented within the STEP standard as an attribute of shape aspect to
specify a type of geometric feature.

5. Conclusions
The dimensional and geometric inspection allows implementing strategies to perfect the
manufacturing processes using correctly the obtained information. The feedback strategy
proposed in the article avoids the loss of information produced by format changes between
systems because it uses a neutral data structure with homogenized syntax and semantics for
different processes of the one-piece manufacturing life cycle. Automated operations, optimization
techniques, and expert systems for decision-making can be easily implemented.
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